


Train people well enough
so they can leave,

treat them well enough
so they donʼt want to.

Richard Branson



In these particular times, eBloom has developed a "special
deconfinement" version of its HR tech tool to help you enter
more serenely into the post-lockdown period.

This tool enables you to continuously assess your employeesʼ
experience. This is essential to stay connected to your team
so that it gets energized and helps you to make it through
the crisis !

SOLUTION
eBloom is the alliance between human and digital to place employee fulfilment at the heart of companies.



The most important thing
in communication is to 
hear what isnʼt said. 

Peter Drucker

Your employees will have the opportunity 
to express their feelings by answering 
targeted and adapted questions* to 

what we are experiencing today.

*customizable questions available in FR - NL - EN



DIGITAL
AUTOMATIC
CONTINUOUS

STANDALONE OR
INTEGRATED (SLACK, TEAMS)

In real time and through an 
interactive dashboard, you will know 
how your team feel... motivated, 
downhearted, 100% committed, 
discouraged, ... ?



INDIVIDUAL TEAM ORGANIZATION

The tool contains three categories of questions that deal with the employeesʼ feelings regarding...

...their team, relations, 
communication and collaboration

...their own
professional life

...the company they 
work for



For 
managers 

to have 
passionate 
talents who 
stay on the 
long term

For 
talents 
to be 

plenty 
fulfilled 
in their 

job

One solution for both 
talents and management
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job

One solution for both
talents and management



So... Shall we start ?

contact@ebloom.be

www.ebloom.be

You don't have to do ANYTHING nor pay ANYTHING !
You decide and it starts ! No implementation needed, 
we are ready whenever you are
Guaranteed anonymity
100% free and non-binding offer
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